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Some extensions of the standard model predict the existence of particles having two units of
leptonic charge, known as bileptons. One of such models is based on the SU(3)c×SU(3)L×U(1)X
symmetry group (3-3-1 model, for short). Our search uses the minimal version of the 3-3-1 model,
having exotic charges for the quarks and new gauge bosons. This model predicts the existence of
bileptons as vector particles having one (V ±) and two (Y ±±) units of electric charge.
We study the signatures for the production of four leptons by considering the contribution of
a pair of bileptons in pp collisions for three energy and luminosity regimes at the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC). We present invariant mass and transverse momentum distributions, the total cross
section and we determine the expected number of events for each bilepton type. Finally we analyze
the LHC potential for discovering singly and doubly charged vector bileptons at 95% C.L.. We
conclude that the LHC collider can show a clear signature for the existence of bileptons as a signal
of new physics.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
A peculiar feature of the standard model (SM) is that
none of the gauge bosons carry baryon or lepton num-
ber. Many extensions of the SM predicted the existence
of exotic particles that carry global quantum numbers,
among then leptoquarks and bileptons. The bileptons
are defined as bosons carrying two units of lepton num-
ber and are presents in SU(15) grand unification theory
and in the 3-3-1 model, for example.
In particular, the 3-3-1 model in its minimal version
[1, 2] includes singly (V ±) and doubly charged (Y ±±)
bileptons whereas neutral and single-charged bileptons
are present in the model version with right-handed neu-
trinos [3]. In addition to these new gauge bosons, there
are new quarks that carry two units of lepton number,
called leptoquarks.
It is interesting to study the prospects for the detection
of bileptons at linear and hadron colliders because its
existence leads to unique experimental signature. One
expect that the LHC will spoil new physics and show up
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the existence of new particles. We guess that bilepton are
among the new discoveries and we intend, in this work,
to extend our analysis about the production of bileptons
at the LHC.
It is known the effort of LHC experiments to search
for new charged gauge boson. ATLAS and CMS estab-
lished model dependent bounds for W ′ mass, by ana-
lyzing lepton-antineutrino production from a sequential
W ′ particle, having the same coupling to fermions as the
ordinary SM gauge boson [4]. In the present work we
explore lepton-neutrino production from a singly charged
bilepton with peculiar properties and couplings for which
the experimental mass limits do not apply. We also in-
clude the production of a pair of same-sign lepton related
to doubly charged bilepton contribution. There are no
background for these processes however we consider the
production of leptons from SM contribution that can be
misidentified with the signal and we show that they can
be easily eliminated by convenient cuts.
There are some previous works about the production of
charged bileptons in the literature. Some authors estab-
lished model independent bounds for mass and couplings
from low energy data and linear collider experiments. Us-
ing two versions of the 3-3-1 model, H. N. Long et al. [5]
studied the bilepton production in e+e− collider. The
contribution of doubly charged bileptons to four lepton
production at linear collider was considered in [6]. For
a detailed review about bileptons from an independent
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2model approach see [7].
From the same model B. Dion et al. [8] obtained the
total cross section for the production of a pair of bilepton
in hadron colliders, whereas in Ref. [9] the authors stud-
ied the production of just one bilepton associated with
an exotic quark. More recently, we consider two versions
of this model to analyze singly and doubly charged bilep-
ton pair production for LHC energies [10–12]. It is shown
that the total cross section for vector bilepton production
is three orders of magnitude larger than for scalar pair
production for
√
s = 7 TeV and 14 TeV. For that reason
we do not include the scalar bilepton contribution in the
present paper.
A recent result was obtained by one of us for the decay
of a 3-3-1 Higgs candidate into two photons where the
vector bilepton play an important role [13, 14]. Their
analysis show that a bilepton doublet with mass ' 213
GeV and an O(10%) branching ratio of the Higgs boson
into invisible states can reasonably fit the available data.
It was also shown that bileptons are associated with lep-
toquark production [15].
Here we analyze the contribution of bileptons to lepton
production. We consider an unexplored bilepton mass
domain accessible by the LHC (from 200 to 700 GeV)
by respecting peculiar relations between the gauge boson
masses.
We consider the elementary process q+ q¯ where, apart
from the standard model particles, the exotic quarks and
the extra neutral gauge boson Z ′ contributions are taken
into account. In the section II we give a brief review of
the 3-3-1 model, section III is devoted to our results for
the total cross section and final lepton distributions, and
section IV is devoted to our conclusion.
II. THE 3-3-1 MODEL
The electric charge operator is defined as:
Q = T3 + β T8 +XI (1)
where T3 and T8 are two of the eight generators satis-
fying the SU(3) algebra I is the unit matrix and X de-
notes the U(1) charge. Besides the ordinary standard
model gauge bosons, the model predicts the existence of
a neutral Z ′, double charged Y ±± and single charged V ±
gauge bosons. The charge operator determines how the
fields are arranged in each representation and depends on
the β parameter. Among the possible choices, β = −√3
[1, 2] corresponds to the minimal version of the model,
whereas β = 1/
√
3 leads to a model with right-handed
neutrinos and no exotic charged fields [3].
In the minimal version of the model the left- and right-
handed lepton components of each generation belong to
triplet representation of SU(3). The procedure to cancel
model anomalies imposes that quark families be assigned
to different SU(3) representation [16]. Here we elect the
left component of the first quark family to be accommo-
dated in SU(3) triplet and the second and third families
(m = 2, 3) to belong to the anti-triplet representation as
follows:
Q1L = (u1 d1 J1)
T
L ∼ (3, 2/3)
QmL = (dm um jm)
T
L ∼ (3∗,−1/3) , (2)
the corresponding right handed component are:
uaR ∼ (1, 2/3) , daR ∼ (1,−1/3)
J1R ∼ (1, 5/3) , jmR ∼ (1,−4/3) ,
where a = 1, 2, 3 and J1, j2 and j3 are exotic quarks with
respectively 5/3, −4/3 and −4/3 units of the positron
charge (e). The numbers inside the parentheses are the
SU(3) representation dimension and theX charge of each
quark.
The Higgs structure necessary for symmetry break-
ing and that gives to quarks acceptable masses includes
three triplets (η, ρ and χ) and a scalar (σ2) in the sex-
tet representation that generates the correct lepton mass
spectrum [17]. The neutral field of each scalar multi-
plet develops non-zero vacuum expectation value (vχ, vρ,
vη, and vσ2) and the consistency of the model with the
SM phenomenology is imposed by fixing a large scale
for vχ, responsible to give mass to the exotic particles
(vχ  vρ, vη, vσ2), with v2ρ + v2η + v2σ2 = v2W = (246)2
GeV2.
We call attention to the relation between Z ′, V ± and
Y ±± masses [8, 18]:
MV
MZ′
=
MY
MZ′
=
√
3− 12 sin2 θ
W
2 cos θ
W
. (3)
This constraint respects the experimental bounds and
it is equivalent to the W to Z masses relation in the SM.
This ratio is ' 0.3 for sin2 θ
W
= 0.23 [19], and so, Z ′ can
decay into a bilepton pair.
The charged current interaction of leptons (`) with vector-bilepton are given by:
LCC = − g√
2
∑
`
[
¯`c γµγ5 ` Y ++µ +
¯`c γµ
(
1− γ5) ν` V +µ ]+ h.c.. (4)
3In the neutral gauge sector, the interactions of fermions Ψf and bosons are described by the Lagrangian:
LNC =
∑
f
eqf Ψ¯f γ
µΨfAµ − g
2 cos θW
[
Ψ¯f γ
µ (gV f − gAf γ5) Ψf Zµ + Ψ¯f γµ (g′Vf − g′Aiγ5) Ψf Z ′µ
]
(5)
where e qf is the fermion electric charge and gVf , gAf , g
′
Vf
and g′Af are the fermion vector and axial-vector couplings
with Z and Z ′ respectively, displayed in Table I. The trilinear couplings from the self-interactions of gauge fields are
shown in Table II.
Finally, the couplings of ordinary to exotic quarks are driven by charged bilepton as follows:
LCC = − g
2
√
2
[
u¯ γµ
(
1− γ5) (U21 j2 + U31 j3) + J¯1γµ (1− γ5) V11 d]Y ++µ
+
[
d¯γµ
(
1− γ5) (V21 j2 + V31 j3) + J¯1γµ (1− γ5) U11 u]V +µ + h.c. (6)
where Vij , Uij are mixing matrices elements.
From this expression, and considering the leptonic
number conservation, we conclude that the exotic quarks
carries two units of leptonic quantum number and so they
are a class of leptoquarks.
III. RESULTS
Let us first consider the experimental bounds on bilep-
ton masses. As it was explained in the introduction, the
experimental limits for W ′ mass established by ATLAS
and CMS collaborations do not apply to the bilepton
V ± mass [20], because this bilepton couples with exotic
quarks in addition to the ordinary quarks. On the other
hand, a bound on the doubly charged bilepton mass of
510 GeV was obtained from LEP data when including
exotic contributions to µ+µ− and τ+τ− production; this
bound increases to 740 GeV when lepton-flavour violat-
ing charged lepton decay data are included [21]. A model
independent and more recent analysis shows that a bilep-
ton mass values around 500 GeV is at the limit of the
exclusion region from LEP data for an specific range of
double charged bilepton-lepton coupling [22]. The rela-
tion between bileptons to Z ′ masses gives Z ′ mass values
used in the present work (' 1.1, 1.8 and 2.6 TeV) not
excluded by the experimental bounds that are model de-
pendent [23].
On the theoretical point of view, a small bilepton mass
(around 500 GeV) is convenient for respecting the con-
straint on the three measurable quantities, called S, T ,
and U , that parameterize potential new physics contri-
butions to electroweak radiative corrections. Another
important issue related to the gauge boson mass in the
3− 3− 1 model is a Landau pole that appears when the
ratio of SU(3)L to U(1)X coupling constants becomes in-
finite at a finite energy scale. To avoid this critical situ-
ation, the Z ′ must be kept below 4 TeV [24]. From these
remarks, we adopt three values for the singly charged
bilepton mass namely: 300, 500 and 700 GeV, corre-
sponding MZ′ = 1.0, 1.7 and 2.3 TeV respectively.
Next we consider bilepton contribution for lepton-
neutrino production. For the three values of bilepton
mass, the corresponding widths are 0.8, 1.4 and 2.0 GeV.
We do an important choice in order to avoid V ± decay-
ing into exotic quarks by fixing, in our calculation, the
exotic quark mass equal to 1 TeV. This way, V ± decays
only into the three lepton flavors with the same branch-
ing ratios.
In our procedure we consider the production of two
pairs of lepton-neutrino in proton-proton collision from
the process below:
q + q¯ → γ, Z, Z ′ → V − + V + → {`+ ν`}+ {¯`′ + ν¯`′},
where ` and `′ stands for electron or muon and the braces
indicate the particles corresponding to the decay of each
charged gauge boson.
We calculate the total cross section and we generate
the final state events by using the CompHep package [25].
On the set of events previously generated, we apply con-
venient cuts for the detector acceptance, and kinematic
cuts for final leptons:
|η| ≤ 3.0, pT > 20 GeV and 6ET > 20 GeV.
From the selected events and using Mad-
Graph/MadAnalysis [26] we obtain some distributions
which allow us to compare the signal from the SM
process
q + q¯ → γ, Z →W− +W+ → {`+ ν¯`}+ {¯`′ + ν`′},
and
q+q¯ → t+ t¯→W++j+W−+j → {`+¯ν`}+{¯`′+ν`′}+j+j,
where ` and `′ stands for electron or muon, the braces
indicate the particles corresponding to the decay of each
charged gauge boson and j is an hadronic jet.
In the Figure 1, we presents our results for the lepton-
neutrino invariant mass distribution (up) and lepton
transverse momentum distribution (down) at
√
s = 7
TeV. In the invariant mass distribution plot, we are
including the signal from the bilepton production plus
4the SM background. From this figure one observes that
W+W− contribution is smaller than the three considered
bilepton contributions for lepton invariant mass from 600
GeV. On the other hand the t t¯ channel contributes less
than bileptons for 200 GeV dilepton invariant mass and
its contribution becomes even less important for larger
dilepton masses. One also observes that when the final
lepton comes from a bilepton, its transverse momentum
distribution is smeared in a wide range of pT in contrast
with the SM final lepton pT distribution. These plots
clearly show that it is possible to completely isolate the
SM contributions by applying a convenient cut on the
lepton-antineutrino final state invariant mass and on the
charged lepton transverse momentum.
Finally, from the calculated cross section and consid-
ering 5 fb−1 integrated luminosity, one expect 3500, 125
and 8 events per year for MV = 300, 500 and 700 GeV
respectively.
FIG. 1: Lepton-neutrino and lepton-antineutrino (SM back-
grounds) invariant mass distributions (up), and 3-3-1 and SM
lepton transverse momentum distributions (down), for three
values of the singly charged bilepton mass at
√
s = 7 TeV.
In the following we consider the contribution of the
doubly charged bilepton for the production of two pairs
of equal sign leptons:
q+ q¯ −→ γ, Z, Z ′ −→ Y −−+Y ++ −→ {`+`}+{¯`′+ ¯`′},
where ` and `′ stands for electron or muon and the braces
indicate the particles corresponding to the decay of each
charged gauge boson.
This is an interesting process because it can encode
a non conservation of lepton number. This violation is
much more clear in this case than for for singly charged
induced process, where it can also occur.
In the present analysis we respect the relation between
gauge boson masses that characterizes the minimal ver-
sion of the 3-3-1 model (Eq. 3), by selecting three values
for the bilepton mass (300, 500 and 700 GeV) corre-
sponding respectively to MZ′ ' 1.1, 1.8 and 2.6 TeV.
In our calculation, exotic quark t-channel exchange is
taken into account to guarantee that elementary pro-
cesses cross section does respect unitarity. On the other
hand, we fix exotic quark masses equal to 1 TeV to avoid
a large jet production from bilepton decaying into exotic
plus ordinary quark. This way we get equal branching
fraction for bilepton (MY = 300, 500 and 700 GeV) de-
caying into same sign leptons with widths ΓY = 2.5, 4.2
and 5.9 GeV.
We follow the same procedure as before by adopting
the kinematic cuts for final leptons:
|η| ≤ 3.0, pT > 20 GeV, m`` and m`′`′ > 50 GeV,
to obtain 765, 41 and 2 events per year for the select
masses at
√
s = 7 TeV and 5 fb−1 integrated luminosity.
Figure 2 shows the results for equal-sign leptons invari-
ant mass (up) and lepton transverse momentum distri-
butions (down). One observes the peak related to the
resonance corresponding to three bilepton masses and
their very narrow widths. Besides, lepton transverse mo-
mentum distribution is similar to the case where it is
produced from a single charged bilepton.
We have analyzed the LHC potential for discovering
singly and doubly charged vector bileptons at 95% C.L.
and 66% for electron channel efficiency , defined as
Lint = 5/ [(mV ) σtot (mV )].
Our results in the Figure 4 show the calculated values
of integrated luminosity as a function of bilepton mass.
First it is shown in Figure 4 (up) that L ' 5 fb−1 is
sufficient for discovering a singly charged bilepton with
MV up to 700 GeV at
√
s = 7 TeV. For the same bilep-
ton mass and higher energies (
√
s = 8, 14 TeV) the
integrated luminosities of 1 and 0.1 fb−1 are required.
The LHC potential for discovering a doubly charged
bilepton is represented in the Figure 4 (down) where one
realize that these bileptons can be found for the same
luminosity referred before with MY ' MV − 100 GeV.
We extended our analysis below 300 GeV in order to
consider the bilepton mass used in [14].
The potential for discovering doubly charged vector
bileptons at
√
s = 7 and 14 TeV was also obtained in
[27]. In that paper, the authors clearly violates the con-
straint expressed in Eq. 3 by combining four bilepton
5FIG. 2: Same sign lepton invariant mass distribution (up) and
lepton transverse momentum distribution (down) for three
values of the doubly charged bilepton mass at
√
s = 7 TeV.
mass values with a fixed Z ′ mass equal to 1 TeV. An-
other issue that deserves a comment is the choice made
by the authors exploring low exotic quark masses (< 1
TeV), that gives an uncontrolled jet production rate.
IV. CONCLUSION
The LHC at CERN opened the possibility to explore an
energy regime where the standard model of electroweak
interactions have not yet been tested. At these energies
one expect that new resonances, associated with the ex-
istence of extra gauge bosons like W ′ and/or Z ′, can be
produced. These particles are predicted in some SM ex-
tensions or alternative models such as the 3-3-1 model
studied in the present paper.
The particle content of the minimal version of this
model includes scalars and gauge boson carrying two
units of leptonic charge (L) , called bileptons, and
new quarks (leptoquarks) with exotic electric charges
(4/3e, 5/3e) leading to rich phenomenological conse-
quences. In particular, this paper focus on lepton number
violation in the production of one lepton pair (L = +2)
and a anti-lepton pair (L = −2) induced by bileptons.
An important characteristic of this model keeps some
similarity with the SM one. We are referring to the re-
lation between charged and neutral gauge boson masses
that in the SM is MW = cos θW ×MZ . Our calculation
takes into account the constraint expressed in the Eq. 3
in contrast with [27], where the authors combined differ-
ent charged bilepton mass with only one extra neutral
gauge boson mass.
We perform the total cross section calculation using the
CompHep and MadGraph packages to generate events
that for L = 5 fb−1 annual integrated luminosity results
in a considerable number of leptons.
The observation of a transverse lepton momentum dis-
tribution smeared and locate at large pT values is in con-
trast with the shape corresponding to the misidentified
leptons from the SM resonance. Moreover the invariant
mass distribution is shifted to large values in contrast
with he SM distribution allowing to select the signal by
a convenient cut.
We analyzed the LHC discovery potential as a function
of bilepton mass showing that an integrated luminosity
of order of 5 fb−1 is enough for discovering a bilepton
with MV ' 700 GeV which implies that such signal can
be observed for LHC at 7 or 8 TeV, whereas for the LHC
running at 14 TeV one needs lower luminosity.
From our study in this specific model we conclude that
the LHC is capable to show up signals for new parti-
cles existence related to new phenomena including lepton
number violation.
6FIG. 3: Minimal integrated luminosity needed for a 5σ singly
charged (up) and doubly charged (down) bilepton discovery
at the LHC.
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